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Senior Systems Engineer 
 
Ballard Spahr LLP, a national law firm with 14 offices across the country is seeking a Senior 
Systems Engineer to be responsible for the overall design, implementation, deployment, 
management and documentation of the core IT infrastructure and Virtual Server environment 
within a dual data center multi office legal services environment.  
 
The highly qualified individual will also provide technical leadership within the department and 
will interface with key vendors and departmental management and be responsible for technical 
consulting and support for a complex network design, product recommendations and annual 
budgetary solution proposals. 
 
The Senior Systems Engineer will be required to apply proven communication, analytical, 
project management and problem-solving skills, be self-motivated, able to handle multiple 
projects and deadlines and be a team player who prefers to work in a collaborative environment. 
 
This position requires a 5+ years of experience with increasing responsibilities in the IT field; 
Bachelor’s degree in Computer Science, Management Information Systems preferred. The 
candidate will have advanced knowledge in Data Center technologies (Nexus, UCS, Riverbed, 
VMware ESX, SRM, Brocade, Call Manager, etc.) and a background with Cisco and VMware.  
CCNP, CCDP or CCIE certification and a law firm or professional services background a plus. 
The position is located in our Philadelphia office but will require travel to our offices throughout 
the country.  
 
Ballard Spahr is not accepting resumes from search firms for this position. 
 
Excellent compensation, a comprehensive benefits package and a generous paid time off 
program is offered.  For immediate consideration, please visit the career page 
http://www.ballardspahr.com/Careers.aspx  and apply online. 
 
Ballard Spahr is an equal opportunity employer committed to fostering a culturally diverse 
environment. The firm encourages applications from a diverse pool of candidates and all 
qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, color, 
ethnicity, religion, sex, age, national origin, handicap or disability, sexual orientation, gender 
identity and expression or veteran status. 
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